Kawasaki 4010 mule forum

Forgot your password? Or sign in with one of these services. After reading as much as I could, I
decided to buy and install a new throttle body. I installed the new throttle body today and it runs
good up the road, but I can't get the thing to idle. Is a new throttle body plug and play, or does it
need to be programmed? I don't know much about the , but the next best step is to get a Service
manual. They're worth their weight in gold. Travis is absolutely correct about the manual. And
as to your problem, it's possibly a sensor issue. Specifically, what would be a throttle position
sensor. Although I have no idea what it's called on the mule. But it tells the throttle body how
much gas, and air it needs. I say possibly, because it could easily be a combination of problems
causing the issue. Or a wiring problem. Since i'm assuming that it's likely CPU controlled, you'll
need to find the trouble codes. You can post now and register later. If you have an account, sign
in now to post with your account. Note: Your post will require moderator approval before it will
be visible. Paste as plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear
editor. Upload or insert images from URL. Existing user? Or sign in with one of these services
Sign in with Facebook. Sign in with Twitter. Sign in with Google. Reply to this topic Start new
topic. Recommended Posts. Posted September 2, Idling rough and appeared to be flooding. It
never did this with the old throttle body. Link to post Share on other sites. Travis Posted
September 2, Posted September 5, Welcome to the forum! Join the conversation You can post
now and register later. Reply to this topic Insert image from URL. Followers 3. Go to topic
listing. Similar Topics. Hi there Amateur here We have 60 acres of well suited land for riding and
are finally pulling the trigger on a side by side. We plan to make the purchase now and then
likely add a snow plow next fall though we're not certain of this. Due to the color that my wife
wants and the features, it makes more sense for us to get the Ranch version than the LE. That
said, the winch that comes with the Ranch edition apparently doesn't accommodate a synthetic
cable which is what they recommend for use with a snow plow. I would have to buy a 2nd winch
kit to replace the existing. I'm disappointed they can't work something out with me to swap
them out rather than me buying another one but that is where I find myself. I need to buy it from
this dealer long story that is not interesting In any event, I'm looking for any thoughts more
experienced people might have. My tentative plan is just to leave the original winch on until next
fall, then swap them out when I confirm I want to add a snow plow. Or should I consider
removing the original winch while it is brand new and try to sell it on the secondary market?
Would it be difficult to sell? I would also appreciate any recommendations on the plow itself.
One thing I found slightly confusing is that the dealer said the Ranch winch doesn't come with a
remote switch But maybe that is only with the original winch. I would think having a remote
hand held switch would be advantageous when moving snow. Hope these aren't silly questions.
I really appreciate any insights you can provide. New Member Map! You can add, update, and
delete your location. Everyone will have to add themselves to the map to start. So take a
moment and visit: Member Map and add your location. I replaced battery used battery I had on
hand a yr ago and didn't foul a plug for some time and replaced batter new with a bigger lawn
mower type battery again a month ago and have fouled two plug since. Had carb cleaned and
valves adjusted and still fouls plugs way to often. Friend has a mule just like mine and his does
same thing. Have read this is a common problem with mule. Any help or suggestions would be
welcomed. Thanks and stay healthy. Look who i found in my Mule Sign In Sign Up. Forgot your
password? Or sign in with one of these services. I have a brand new Kawasaki Mule 4x4 trans.
I've got an older mule That thing has always rattled since it was new. Mostly the trailer hitch,
when the bar is installed. But I agree with Travis. When it needs to go back for the first
scheduled warranty maintenance. I'd have them look at it then. I've identified that the rattle is
coming from the hinge for the tailgate. If I jam a piece of flexible rubber mat into the jam of the
tailgate it stops the vibration form occurring. A permanent fix would be a rubber or plastic
bushing inside the hinge to prevent it from happening. I'll inquire with the dealer and see what
they want to do for a fix. Thanks for the responses. Don't know if they'll work on that. Since it's
just exactly like it was designed. However, if you give them some ideas that're easy. Like taking
the pin out, and giving it a smack right in the middle with a hammer. Giving it just enough warp
to hold it tight. Not familiar with the new design, I have no idea if that's even reasonable. But it
might work. If it's too much end play, maybe you could find a nylon washer at Lowe's? You
wouldn't even need to pull the pin. Even if it wasn't end play, that might put enough pressure on
the pin to quieten it down. You can post now and register later. If you have an account, sign in
now to post with your account. Note: Your post will require moderator approval before it will be
visible. Paste as plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear
editor. Upload or insert images from URL. Existing user? Or sign in with one of these services
Sign in with Facebook. Sign in with Twitter. Sign in with Google. Mule rattle. Reply to this topic
Start new topic. Recommended Posts. Scott Conradson 1 Posted September 21, Posted
September 21, Link to post Share on other sites. Travis Posted September 21, Welcome to the

UTV Board! Posted September 26, Welcome to the forum! Scott Conradson 1 Posted September
28, Posted September 28, Join the conversation You can post now and register later. Reply to
this topic Insert image from URL. Followers 3. Go to topic listing. Similar Topics. Hi there
Amateur here We have 60 acres of well suited land for riding and are finally pulling the trigger
on a side by side. We plan to make the purchase now and then likely add a snow plow next fall
though we're not certain of this. Due to the color that my wife wants and the features, it makes
more sense for us to get the Ranch version than the LE. That said, the winch that comes with
the Ranch edition apparently doesn't accommodate a synthetic cable which is what they
recommend for use with a snow plow. I would have to buy a 2nd winch kit to replace the
existing. I'm disappointed they can't work something out with me to swap them out rather than
me buying another one but that is where I find myself. I need to buy it from this dealer long
story that is not interesting In any event, I'm looking for any thoughts more experienced people
might have. My tentative plan is just to leave the original winch on until next fall, then swap
them out when I confirm I want to add a snow plow. Or should I consider removing the original
winch while it is brand new and try to sell it on the secondary market? Would it be difficult to
sell? I would also appreciate any recommendations on the plow itself. One thing I found slightly
confusing is that the dealer said the Ranch winch doesn't come with a remote switch But maybe
that is only with the original winch. I would think having a remote hand held switch would be
advantageous when moving snow. Hope these aren't silly questions. I really appreciate any
insights you can provide. I replaced battery used battery I had on hand a yr ago and didn't foul a
plug for some time and replaced batter new with a bigger lawn mower type battery again a
month ago and have fouled two plug since. Had carb cleaned and valves adjusted and still fouls
plugs way to often. Friend has a mule just like mine and his does same thing. Have read this is a
common problem with mule. Any help or suggestions would be welcomed. Thanks and stay
healthy. Look who i found in my Mule Sign In Sign Up. Hoping the Kawasaki Mule owners can
provide some insight on the trans 4x4 crew with electric power steering and cc. Dealer not too
far has two models. Tires look small 23x Any issues with the smaller tires? This is not for daily
farm work. Youth quads are pricey and then priceless in a year or two. I have a kawa vintage , it
has been a trooper, redid suspension, tires and added bags and gun racks, redid the kvr belt
last year, other than upkeep never had a problem, good luck. I have one and my sister has one.
Depends on what you want till do with it. If going fast is important then get something else.
They are a very good dependable work horse. They are made right in Lincoln , 25 miles from
home. Windshields are also extra , some dealers install them and add it to the sticker. The FE
models are white with a black box and orange seat belts. AKA Fleet model. All other models are
either green or dark red with matching color box. Ours are only one seat not like your picture.
They actually go about Receiver hitch standard , tilt box standard, good lights and brakes. I had
28 calls on it. About is as cheap as your going to find a new one. Star city cycle in Lincoln
Nebraska has three or four of them , Garbers Honda in Fairbury Nebraska had two a few days
ago. That sounds like you have had some bad luck with them. Neither me or my sister have had
any of those problems. Good stout machine, not much power, not fast, but it served his elderly
father well for several years. We have the kubota equivalent. Suppose to go 45 mph. Looks
pretty stout. It had been a great machine as well. Over ten years. The Arctic Cats do not lack for
power. Worked great for shuttling empty hay wagons around, and I would stack lbs of seed in
the back sometimes too. Thanks for the replies. I like looking at other dealer webpages for
comparisons and see the one is a certified dealer and offers AAA discount. Good info to think
about though and consider. IMO, for young boys I like slow My 5 year old nephew runs ours
during the day and can come pick me up at places, not sure I would him on a hot rod. Guy that
helps me throw hay, he brings his Granddaughter sometimes to go for a UTV ride. I hide the
Arctic cat, and leave the kubota out, she gets to drive. Back in the side by sides were made for
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working not playing. Rear leaf spring suspension. So one could modify the governor. Governed
down. I had a customer who bought acouple go carts I serviced them yearly, were some
chineseium brand. Were actually quite fun. You can post now and register later. If you have an
account, sign in now to post with your account. Paste as plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are
allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert images from URL. Reply to this
topic Start new topic. Recommended Posts. TeachersPet Posted December 10, Posted
December 10, Top speed I understand is 25mph? Thanks for help. Link to post Share on other
sites. Get the bigger tires. Better ride. Dasnake 2, Posted December 10, The one thing I can
expound on is the brand. Star city cycle in Lincoln Nebraska has three or four of them.

Edsfarms Posted December 10, Join the conversation You can post now and register later.
Reply to this topic Insert image from URL. Followers 1. Go to topic listing. Sign In Sign Up.

